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While people in my home state of 
Minnesota shivered, I spent most 
of January in California meeting 
with remnant believers, speaking 
at churches and conferences. I had 
much feedback from people, and 
frankly, a lot of it sounded like this 
recent e-mail from a gal named 
Karen. She writes,

“If I did not have access to you and 
a few others online, I would be so 
isolated! I try to talk to people about 
issues that are important, including 
end-times, and they look at me like 
I am an alien. A few of you help me 
celebrate my alien status. I feel like a 
lonely gold fish in a bowl. Prophecy 
is coming true right before our eyes. 
You and a few others are making a 
huge difference with all of us aliens 
in the world.”

So I spoke to and with fellow aliens 
on this January journey. I even 
shared a message titled, “Rules for 
Remnant Survival.” I would like to 
share a few bullet points from that 
message on how we can survive 
these last days. I hope you find 
these observations and suggestions 
helpful.

• Remnant believers will travel 
across town and across country 
to be with like-minded people. 
Sometimes, they even cross 
oceans. And when they find one 
another, it is like discovering a 
gold mine.

• Though almost always in vain, 
these believers have talked to 
church leadership about their 
concerns, including topics 
missing from the pulpit, but they 
are generally blown off. Some are 
even asked to leave the church.

• We should expect mockery and 
worse as it is predicted (II Peter 
3:3-4). Watchmen are going to 
be seen as trouble makers for we 
are studying and keeping alert. 
We understand the times as did 
the sons of Issachar (I Chronicles 
12:32). The tragedy is that our 
critics are the clueless ones.

• Nonetheless, when it comes 
to charting our times and the 
lateness of the hour, stick to the 
Bible. Trendy new “signs” and 
theologies come along frequently. 
Some are intriguing and thus 
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become an Internet sensation. 
Some are embraced even though 
they come close to date-setting. 
New but unsound books and 
DVDs abound.

• Understand that the end-
time church is racing towards 
Laodicea and is more interested 
in conforming than transforming. 
Many churches and leaders will 
focus on “your best life now.” You 
might long to be in Eternity with 
the Lord and with loved ones and 
escape a sin-wracked earth. You 
will not be understood.

• But we cannot survive alone. 
Seek out a Bible study or small 
group fellowship where you can 
relate with the like-minded if your 
church is lacking. Even an online 
group is better than no fellowship. 
As you encourage there, you will 
be encouraged.

• Things are going to grow darker 
and we must shine brighter! News 
of the day can be shocking and 
disheartening. God is trying to 
wake us up and shake us up so 
we will look up.  A few will awaken 
and some will listen so we must not 
unplug from news and information 
because you might be someone’s 
“early warning system.”

• Resist being disillusioned. The 

prophets of old longed to see and 
live in our day. We are privileged 
(and challenged) to be here for 
such a time as this.

• Remember the warning to the 
“watchmen” in Ezekiel 33:6. If we 
are silent when we should speak 
up, the blood is on our hands.

• The Bible suggests an end-time 
church will be small. In Luke 18:8, 
Jesus asks if He will find any of 
faith when He returns. Many will 
have fallen by the wayside. Thank 
God for the remnant that holds to 
truth and spreads truth.

• Remember that God has 
everything under control. Things 
are lining up; they are falling into 
place. Nothing is falling apart. We 
get to watch the stage being set! 
In the end, we win. So does Jesus 
Christ. The world will bow their 
knee to Him.

• Anticipate your crown for those 
who “long for His appearing” (II 
Timothy 4:8). 

• Get your focus off of self and onto 
others. Everyone has a challenge: 
health, family, finances, career, 
isolation, and more. Encourage at 
least one person a day. That will 
make your day and theirs.
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Understanding the Times Radio  
Now on HisChannel

Many of today’s churches—and 
thankfully not all of them—are 
following the church-growth formula 
that will never include issues remnant 
believers love to hear about. This 
was predicted. The rise of apostasy, 
wolves, false teachers, and more, 
may be the most prominent end-
time warning in the Bible.

If you’re going to be a remnant 
survivor, you need to figure out 
how to be a part of the solution 
to this sad state of church affairs. 
Bouncing from church to church is 
likely not the best idea. But sitting 
multiple times a week under bad 
theology, music with spiritually 

unhealthy lyrics, or leadership that 
is just dysfunctional, is also not an 
option. Cutting yourself off from 
fellowship is no better.

A remnant of fabric is a discarded 
piece of cloth that no longer has 
a purpose—until someone comes 
along and makes a beautiful quilt 
out of it. You may be that quilt. 
You will ultimately shine brightly, 
certainly in eternity, but perhaps 
before. So don’t despair.

The hour is so very late. Someone 
must warn the world. God may be 
calling you to do that. Watchmen 
have a very lonely role!

HisChannel is a global Internet TV outreach founded and supported by  
Calvary Chapel.  It has a 
variety of programming but 
has many Bible prophecy-
related programs, including 
Understanding the Times 
Radio, which began in late 
January.  They will be airing 
the video version of the radio 
program, on demand only but 
at no cost to listeners. This 
new media has viewers from 
almost 200 nations. To learn 
more, visit www.hischannel.
com.

Pastor Barry Stagner hosts Jan Markell and Amir 
Tsarfati on “World News Briefing” on HisChannel.   
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Presented by Jan Markell and Olive Tree Ministries

Understanding the  Understanding the  
Times 2020 ConferenceTimes 2020 Conference

Saturday – Sunday, September 26-27
Saturday, September 26  —  8:45 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Grace Church, Eden Prairie, MN (SW suburb of Minneapolis)
Tickets for Saturday go on sale June 1 for $25 (ticket price includes a lunch)

Joel C. Rosenberg
Joel has spoken to audiences and met with religious and government 
leaders across the U.S., Canada, and around the world.  This includes 
the White House, Pentagon, U.S. Congress, and E.U. Parliament. He is 
a respected author of 18 books. Having founded The Joshua Fund in 
2006, he now resides in Israel. Learn more at www.joelrosenberg.com.

Pastor Jack Hibbs
Pastor Jack heads Calvary Chapel, Chino Hills, CA. His radio outreach 
is global, as is his online presence. He longs to see Christians get 
excited about Bible prophecy but also, to engage the decaying 
culture. Learn more about Jack at www.reallifewithjackhibbs.org. 

Amir Tsarfati
Amir is an Israeli who has taught globally for over 20 years. This is his 
sixth visit to our conference. He is an author as well. He is the founder of 
Behold Israel as he headquarters from the land of Bible prophecy. He is 
also a tour guide in Israel. Learn more at www.beholdisrael.org.

Pastor Barry Stagner
Barry is the Sr. Pastor of Calvary Chapel Tustin, CA and the featured 
speaker on the nationally broadcast radio program, “The Truth 
about God.” Barry is also the host of the internationally broadcast 
internet television program, “World News Briefing” on His Channel 
and the author of 4 books. Learn more at www.barrystagner.com. 

Michele Bachmann
Michele has been in the political world for over 20 years, first serving 
in Minnesota state politics, then representing Minnesota’s 6th District 
in the U.S. Congress.  She heads the Jerusalem Prayer Breakfast and 
ministers to ambassadors at the United Nations. She ran for President 
of the United States in 2012.

QUESTIONS: 763-559-4444 CST       
TICKETS: Watch our website, newsletters, and listen to radio as we approach June 1. We 

will again use the Brushfire Agency.  Tickets are only needed for our Saturday activity.
 

FEATURED SPEAKERS
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UNDERSTANDING THE TIMES 2020
Sunday, September 27

No cost/No tickets needed – Seating is first come, first served.

Revive Church
Time: 9 a.m., 11 a.m., and 6 p.m.

7849 West Broadway, Brooklyn Park, MN 55445
763-391-6140

(formerly Brooklyn Park Evangelical Free Church)

HOTELS:
Hilton Garden Inn, Eden Prairie, MN: 952.995.9000

Home2Suites by Hilton, Eden Prairie, MN: 952.945.9999
Residence Inn by Marriott, Eden Prairie, MN: 952.829.0033

Springhill Suites, Eden Prairie, MN: 952.944.7700
TownPlace Suites, Eden Prairie, MN: 952.942.6001

LIVE STREAMING:
Our Saturday event will be live streamed at no cost.  
There will be no streaming of the Sunday activities.  

All messages on Saturday and Sunday will also be on CD and DVD.

Pastor Jack Hibbs Joel Rosenberg

SATURDAY ONLY:  
MEET CORRIE TEN BOOM

Evelyn Hinds will bring you back in time to the days 
when Corrie tenBoom ministered during and  after 
WWII.  She will give a short presentation Saturday 
afternoon only.  

PASTOR JACK HIBBS  
AT 9 AND 11 A.M.

JOEL ROSENBERG  
AT 6 P.M.
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Before drafting this article, I sought out 
several sources, all of which have been 
extremely trustworthy. Opinions on 
this differed. Wanting to be supportive 
of our President, perhaps some are 
giving him some hopeful credit and 
believing the best. Credible people 
call the Israeli/Palestinian “Deal of the 
Century” a stroke of genius. Others are 
sounding a warning. Perhaps truth is 
somewhere in the middle.

Thus, I listened to or read comments 
by Joel Rosenberg, Amir Tsarfati, 
Pastor Jack Hibbs, Pastor J.D. Farag, 
Pastor Barry Stagner, Bill Koenig, Hal 
Lindsey, and others. My friend Michele 
Bachmann was at the ceremony that 
presented the “Deal of the Century” to 
about 180 distinguished people. She 
sent me her thoughts that were not to 
be shared.

No U.S. President has done more for 
Israel than President Trump; however, 
it is likely that this plan was drafted by 
his son-in-law Jared Kushner, not the 
President. I doubt that it had biblical 
inspiration. It is almost certain that 
verses that warn against “dividing the 
land” were ignored. And the land is 
being divided in this deal should it ever 
be implemented. There would be the 
creation of a Palestinian state. The plan 
allows for four years to get this show 
up and running.

The Palestinians are an invented 
people—invented by an Egyptian in 
the 1960s, Yasser Arafat.  They do not 
want peace with Israel. They want her 
total destruction. Isn’t all this peace talk 
an exercise in futility then? Probably.  

Joel Rosenberg states, “Palestinian 
leaders will huff and puff, but they 
look ridiculous and their people are 
suffering. But as I read in the book 
of Exodus, I can’t help but wonder 
if God has just hardened Mahmoud 
Abbas’s heart.” Abbas rejected the 
plan immediately just as Yasser Arafat 
rejected every peace proposal that was 
ever drafted.

Journalist Bill Koenig reminded 
his readers that the day of the 
announcement—January 29—more 
turmoil erupted in President Trump’s 
impeachment ordeal and more turmoil 
came to Benjamin Netanyahu who is 
fighting for his political life in Israel. 

Koenig drew attention to the fact that 
just minutes after the announcement 
of the deal, a 7.7 earthquake hit 
off of the Florida coast and rattled 
buildings in the Miami area. The Dow 
dropped more than 500 points. There 
was a security breach at Mar-a-Lago, 
President Trump’s Florida home.  

What stood out to me was the number 
of times the words “peace” and 
“security” (or safety) were used. In 
1 Thessalonians 5:3, Paul described 
the beginning of the day of the Lord 
(the Tribulation) in this way, “While 
people are saying, ‘There is peace and 
security,’ then sudden destruction will 
come upon them as labor pains come 
upon a pregnant woman, and they will 
not escape.”

There seems to be a connection to 
tampering with Israel’s borders, the 
impending Tribulation, and end-time 
deal-making that emphasizes peace 

Can We Trust the President’s Deal of the Century?
By Jan Markell
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Are We Facing a Global Pandemic?
By Jan Markell

and security!

Let’s keep our eye on this situation 
and pray for the Trump Administration. 

Previous administrations came under 
judgment for their efforts to touch the 
land that God calls His land (Lev. 25).

We’ve had them before—epidemics 
and out-of-control diseases that kill 
millions. Various strains of the flu can do 
serious damage. But the Coronavirus 
seems to be different because the 
Chinese are hiding aspects of this 
potential global crisis even though 
China’s leader has admitted that this 
illness is very “grave.”

Todd Strandberg, editor of the Rapture 
Ready website writes, “The Chinese 
culture is a great source for new virus 
strains. With China being a communist 
nation, the first impulse is to always 
cover-up any outbreak, which allows 
the contamination to spread. 

“The Chinese fondness for eating 
anything that crawls on the earth adds 
to the risk. The Coronavirus that’s 
currently grabbing world headlines is 
said to be related to the bat and snake 
market trade. There are also the ‘wet’ 
markets, which are popular in China as 
customers like to purchase their meat 
‘warm’ – that is, recently slaughtered. 
In short, China is one giant Petri dish.”

Strandberg concludes, “I think the ever-
increasing threat of a global pandemic 
is meant to be warning sign from God 
of worse things to come. The pale 
horse of pestilence is getting ready to 
ride. His order to ride out will not come 
until the Tribulation is well underway.”

“And I looked, and behold a pale horse: 
and his name that sat on him was Death, 
and Hell followed him. And power was 
given unto them over the fourth part 
of the earth, to kill with sword, and 
with hunger, and with pestilence, and 
with the beasts of the earth” (Rev 6:8, 
KJV).  Jesus also references pestilence 
in Matthew 24 as He warns of the 
Tribulation.  

Today, diseases spread quickly due 
to international travel that wasn’t even 
prevalent during the pandemic of 1918 
that infected one-third of the world! 
And today we have “superbugs” that 
are resistant to all drugs. 

There is much we don’t know about 
Coronavirus, but what is a certainty is 
that its destruction is far greater than 
what is being reported! We should not 
downplay the potential chaos it could 
create. 

This ministry is always giving Tribulation 
warnings. If Tribulation signs are casting 
a shadow on the Church Age, how late 
is the hour?  The Church escapes the 
horrors of the Tribulation, yet everyone 
reading this has loved ones that will 
be left behind if they do not put their 
faith in Jesus Christ. If you are one of 
those people, don’t put that decision 
off another day.
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Encouraging One Another

Jan Markell and Pastor Jack Hibbs present “Happening Now” at Calvary 
Chapel, Chino Hills, CA on January 22. Find the presentation on our 
website under “video” or on our YouTube Channel at "Jan Markell and 
Olive Tree Ministries".

Jan had the privilege of ministering on two occasions to remnant believers 
at Rock Harbor Church in Bakersfield, CA.  This was a Q & A for the church 
and visitors.  Folks came for both services from as far as three hours away 
to attend and to support Pastor Brandon Holthaus and Jan.

Be sure to tap into Pastor Holthaus’ weekly prophecy update on YouTube. 
Find it under Rock Harbor Church. Each week he tackles cutting-edge 
issues as does Pastor J.D. Farag, Amir Tsarfati, Jack Hibbs, and others.
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Our Readers & Listeners Respond
I so enjoy the YouTube version of your radio program as I am a visual person. I 
love seeing your guests, the video you insert, and all the images that make your 
program come to life.—Alex, e-mail

Jan, you quoted Karen in your e-newsletter. Like her, there are “aliens” in England 
as well. The church here is in a sorry state and I am reminded of Jesus’ words, 
“When I return, will I find any of faith?” We must be faithful and true and follow 
the Lamb until He returns.—Jan, Cheshire, UK—e-mail

I would not know half of what’s going on were it not for your radio program on 
American Family Radio. Your ministry is a light in the wilderness.—Mary, TX

Thank you, Jan. You have changed my life. I listen on the Bott Network.—Scherry, 
e-mail 

Jan, I casually tuned into the live stream of your September conference and I 
could not turn it off or walk away from the computer. It was captivating and vital. 
We have to keep this going so that others can be encouraged.—Vicki, OR.

Olive Tree Ministries was honored to be a part of the annual “Proximity 
Prophecy Conference” on January 25. Speakers included Pastor Barry 
Stagner, Amir Tsarfati, Jan Markell, and Pastor Jack Hibbs. This is a Q & A 
session at the close.  This event is sponsored by Calvary Chapel, Tustin, 
CA.  It should all be posted on His Channel and YouTube. Jan’s message 
will be on our website and YouTube. One million viewed it live, streamed 
on His Channel.  



We apologize for the delay in shipping this new product. Ingenuity Films ran into 
one obstacle after another in the process. It is now finalized and it is ready to 
ship. Order the DVD on our enclosed order form or by calling our office M – F 
CST: 763-559-4444.

The film is in two formats: drama and commentary. It centers around the biblical 
case for the Rapture of the Church—although reveals that 98% of the church has 
abandoned this message. It uses the illustration of a Jewish wedding in Galilee. 
Speaking into it include Amir Tsarfati, Pastor Jack Hibbs, Pastor J.D. Farag, 
Jan Markell, and others.  It is narrated by Kevin Sorbo and has 100 actors.
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Available Late Summer and Fall 

 

For years, renowned scholars have been working to uncover lost knowledge from the 
first century that will shed more light on why Jesus told His disciples what He did about 
the last days… especially regarding the Rapture; an event that most of the world no 
longer believes will occur. It turns out that recent discoveries have indeed uncovered 
ancient Middle East evidence that is believed to prove that Jesus is coming back. 

This discovery is so monumental, in order to properly unveil it to the world, Brent Miller 
Jr (the writer and director of the hit film “The Coming Convergence”) shot “Before the 
Wrath” to recreate this new discovery on a massive first-century Hollywood set with 
almost 100 actors and extras. 

Actor Kevin Sorbo talked with Brent about 
these incredible new findings and immediately 
jumped onboard as the film’s official narrator. 
In addition, Bible prophecy leaders and 
teachers are featured in, this film offering 
commentary. They include J.D. Farag, Jan 
Markell, Jack Hibbs, and Amir Tsarfati. 

“Before the Wrath” is aiming to be in select 
U.S. theaters at the end of August 2019 and 
releasing globally on DVD, Blu-ray and digital 
the following month.  

 

For more information, visit 
www.beforethewrath.com or call 844-411-3456.  
Olive Tree Ministries will have some of these products available by September. We will hope to 
have them at our annual conference September 21 near Minneapolis. 

Olive Tree only carries the single DVD. 
For a combo of book/DVD/Blue-ray 
and related items, you must consult 
www.beforethewrath.com. All future 
information on any theater showings 
must be found at the same website 
only. Please do not call Olive Tree for 
this info.  We again apologize for this 
long delay that was totally out of our 
control.  

NOW SHIPPING! BEFORE THE WRATH

Amir Tsarfati

Pastor Jack Hibbs Pastor J.D. Farag
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Olive Tree Ministries has a representative that will come to your church or 
fellowship within a five-state Upper Midwest location. If you would like to 
fly Ken Mikle to a more distant location, he is open to travel as long as all 
expenses are covered. 

Ken covers all topics that are current very effectively, including eschatology, 
and with visual PowerPoint. A free-will offering is appreciated. Call our 
office for more information: 763-559-4444 M – F CST.  

Help those you love learn to become watchmen on the wall, contenders for 
the faith, and like the Sons of Issachar who understood the times.

WE HAVE A MOBILE APP!
Since you are on the move, take our radio 
program with you! We use the mobile app found 
on the Home page of www.oneplace.com. A new 
program is available every Saturday morning. It is 
free and convenient for thousands of users. The 
program remains on the app so you can listen at 
your convenience. 

You can also stream the program at One 
Place as well as on our website. 

If “Understanding the Times” radio does not air in your neighborhood, take 
advantage of these opportunities. Find the program on our website, www.
olivetreeviews.org, then go to “Radio,” then to “Complete Archives.”

We have almost 1200 YouTube videos, including 
our radio programs from the last many years, 
several conference messages, and most of Jan’s 
DVD teachings. These videos have had millions of 
viewers. Look us up on YouTube at “Jan Markell 
and Olive Tree Ministries” and subscribe to the 
channel. A new radio program is posted every 
Saturday morning. We now insert some images and even videos into the radio 
program on YouTube. If you are a visual person, here is how you can watch the 
program. Enjoy this medium, which is a real source of truth!  

Follow Us On YouTube!
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If you enjoy social media, we have a presence there. Jill Martin Rische 
manages our Facebook and Twitter outreach. Tens of thousands are 
reached there with articles, radio programs, and other vital updates to 
keep you informed. Interact with like-minded believers on social media. 
Find our Facebook page at “Jan Markell’s Olive Tree Ministries.” Find us 
on Twitter at “OliveTreeMin.” Find us on Instagram at www.instagram.com/
olivetreeministries.

Facebook, Twitter, &  Instagram

Everyone is deluged with fundraising letters and emails but Olive Tree 
Ministries has never sent such items. But, we live in a very real world where 
every service costs thousands of dollars. Radio expenses alone total 
over $700,000 a year. Thanks to those of you who partner with us both 
prayerfully and financially!  All gifts are U.S. tax-deductible. 

You can donate safely online at our website: www.olivetreeviews.org. There 
is information there as to how to text-to-give: 763-251-9095. We get our 
mail at Box 1452, Maple Grove, MN 55311-6452. Call us M – F CST at  
763-559-4444. Donation receipts are sent annually in mid-January.

We offer this print newsletter free for one year then we hope for a 
donation or purchase of a product to help pay for the printing and postage. 
It is posted on our website under “Resources”, then to “Print Newsletter.” 
Never hesitate to call or write us and unsubscribe. Our e-newsletter is 
sent 1-2 times a month at no cost. Subscribe at our website under 
“Resources.”

Our Thanks

We offer many of our books and DVDs in this newsletter but we actually have 
an online store that has many more items! They will help you understand 
the times and become watchmen on the wall.  Visit www.olivetreeviews.org 
and then find our store link and enjoy your shopping. 

Our Online Store

Thousands start or end their day reading our daily headlines and other articles. 
We surf the Internet to find the most cutting-edge stories that apply to your 
life and Christian walk.  We will save you time, not waste your time. Go to  
www.olivetreeviews.org, then to “News”, then to “Headlines” or the many 
other categories of articles we feature.

Check Our Daily Headlines & Articles
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Also Heard On:
AM820  KGNW

Seattle, Tacoma, Bremerton  
& more with 50,000 watts!

Saturday, 9 – 10 AM  
Sunday, 6 – 7 PM PST

KPDQ
Portland, OR/Vancouver, WA

FM93.9
Sunday, 12 – 1 PM PST

AM800
Saturday, 8 – 9 AM  
Sunday, 5 – 6 PM 

Thursday, 1 – 2 PM PST 

KNEO The Word 91.7
SW Missouri covering 4 states

Saturdays 9 AM and 11 PM CST

The Word FM
91.5/102.7 The Word FM

Central Minnesota
Saturday, 12 Noon CST

AM940  KPSZ
Des Moines, Central Iowa

Saturday, 9 – 10 AM  
Sunday, 7 – 8 PM CST

WRZN AM & FM
720 AM & 103.5 FM in Ocala, FL

Home of “The Villages”
Saturday, 10 AM EST

Sunday, 1 PM EST

Q-90-FM
Green Bay, WI

Saturday, 9 – 10 AM CST

LISTEN 24/7/365 UNDER “COMPLETE ARCHIVES” AT WWW.OLIVETREEVIEWS.ORG.   
You can also “listen live” at any of the websites provided. 

Our Radio Networks

Bott Radio Network
100+ stations reaching 50 million  

people across America
FM Network: Saturday, 10 AM CST 

Sunday, 9 PM CST
AM stations: Saturday at various times

www.bottradionetwork.com

American Family 
Radio Network

Saturday, 1 PM CST, Sunday, 12 Noon CST
For a list of 184 stations, visit: www.afr.net

CSN Network
Saturday, 2 PM CST, Sunday, 3 PM CST

For a list of 400 stations, visit: www.csnradio.com

The Calvary Radio Network
Saturday 9 AM Sunday 4 AM

19 stations
www.calvaryradionetwork.com

HOPE FM Network
Saturday, 10 AM EST

Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey
For a list of 11 stations, visit:

www.hopefm.net

KDKR Network
Saturday, 10 AM and 10 PM CST

14 stations
Dallas, TX, Raleigh, NC & more

For complete listing, visit www.kdkr.org

The Alive Radio Network 
Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m. EST

All of upstate New York

“UNDERSTANDING THE TIMES” RADIO – NOW HEARD ON OVER 850 RADIO OUTLETS.

Sirius Satellite Network
Family Talk

Channel 131
Sunday, 7 PM EST
www.siriusxm.com

Psalm FM Network
Northern Minnesota
Saturday, 11 AM CST

Babbitt, Bemidji, Cook, Chisholm,
Ely, Grand Rapids, Hoyt Lakes, Hibbing,

International Falls, Red Lake, Tower, Virginia, 
Warroad, Paul Bunyan TV

We use the mobile app found at www.oneplace.com.

Faith FM 
WEGB 90.7 FM

Long Island, NY
Saturday 8 a.m. EST, Sunday 12 Noon EST

KELP, El Paso, TX
Simulcast: 95.9 FM, 89.3 FM,

           And 1590 AM
Saturday, 12 – 1 PM  

Sunday, 2 – 3 PM CST

KARI - AM550
Blaine, WA

Vancouver, BC
Saturday, 10 – 11 PM PST

KLHT, Hawaii
AM 1040—FM 91.5

Saturday, 9 AM
Sunday, 4:30 PM (AM station only)

(Hawaii time)



Tune in to Jan Markell’s radio program featuring international  
leaders, authors, and commentary. 

The Bible tells us to “begin at Jerusalem” and this ministry’s Jerusalem is 
Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN where we headquarter.

Jan came to faith in Christ through Jewish 
evangelist Dr. Hyman Appleman when she was just 
11 years old. She founded Olive Tree Ministries in 
the 1980s. Jan has authored 8 major books with 
Tyndale House, Baker Book House, and Bethany 
Fellowship. She began the “Understanding the 
Times” radio broadcast in 2001 and it is now 
heard on about 850 radio stations and around 
the world electronically. She hosts the largest 
conference of its kind in North America every fall.  

About Jan Markell

AM1280 The Patriot  WWTC
(Simulcast with AM980 KKMS) 
Saturday, 9 – 10 AM CST 
Sunday rebroadcast, 8 – 9 AM CST

Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN + 60 miles.
Saturday, 9 – 10 AM CST

Sunday rebroadcast, Noon – 1 PM CST

AM1030 WCTS
The radio voice of Fourth Baptist Church, Minneapolis, MN

Airing Saturday and Sunday at 9 AM CST
50,000 watts beaming from Minneapolis to Rochester, Hutchinson, 

Alexandria, Mankato, St. Cloud, Hinckley and beyond!  
(consider using this station if your other Twin Cities  

stations can’t reach you.)
Listen live at www.wctsradio.com

Real Life Radio:  
WAJC FM 88.1 
Saturday, 8 a.m. CST 

“UNDERSTANDING THE TIMES” HOME STATIONS

We now air on over 850 radio outlets across America

OLIVETREEMINISTRIES

“My People Perish for a Lack of Knowledge.”  Hosea 4:614



Administrator:
Kevin Rische

Officers:
Founder, Director,  
President: 
Jan Markell

Chairman of the Board: 
Dave Bergo

Vice Chairman of  
the Board: 
John Wicklund

Secretary of the Board: 
Angie Vokaty

Board Members
Pastor Mark Henry
Ken Mikle
Jill Patterson
Dan Peterson
Jill Martin Rische
Kevin Rische
Kerry Smith
Sue Swallender

Social Media 
Jill Martin Rische 

Radio Production:
Kevin Rische 
Steve Krumlauf

Administrative 
Assistants:
BethAnn Rockett 
Gail Rubenstein 
Kelssee Rubenstein

Scan this code with your smart phone to go to our website.  
We have many more items available on our products page that 

we don’t have room to feature here.

Thank You for Your Orders and Donations!  
Most of our financial support comes from those who graciously send us a check from  

time-to- time. We depend on and truly appreciate those who commit to a regular plan of giving 
be it monthly or yearly. You also support this ministry through the purchase of our products.

Visit Our Website!
www.olivetreeviews.org

You will find two years of radio programming at “Complete Archives,” daily 
headlines, articles in various categories, some cutting-edge products in our 
store, our e-newsletters, a PDF of our print newsletter, and more! It will help 
you understand the times, contend for the faith, and become a watchman on 
the wall. We have 100,000 visitors a month accessing the content and growing 
in their faith! 

THE OLIVE TREE IS ONE OF THE 
STRONGEST TREES…

When the dove returned to Noah after the deluge, it carried 
an olive branch. The olive tree was the first to flourish! Ever 

since, it has been a symbol of enduring life and health.

In Romans 9 - 11 the olive tree is the symbol of the 
spiritual heritage of Israel and the Jewish people. By 

God’s grace, other peoples now share equal participation 
in His promises of eternal life and blessing.

ARE YOU MOVING?
Please help us be good stewards of God’s money by reporting address changes to us.  

Returns can cost as much as $1.76 per returned newsletter.

kelssee@olivetreeviews.org   

“I Trust in You, O Lord . . . Our Times Are in Your Hands.”  Psalm 31:14-15 15

Olive Tree Ministries
PO Box 1452, Maple Grove, MN 55311-6452

763-559-4444 * 763-210-8291
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

kevin@olivetreeviews.org 
bethann@olivetreeviews.org  

www.olivetreeviews.org 

jan@olivetreeviews.org 
gail@olivetreeviews.org

SUBSCRIPTION/CONTACT

Board and Staff of Olive Tree Ministries

Our print newsletter is free for the first year. 
During that time, or after one year, a donation of 
any amount or purchase of a product will keep you 
on our print newsletter list for 12 more months. 

Donation receipts are sent in January.
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The Jewish People & the Antichrist
DVD Set by Pastor Billy Crone          

$42 – 10 DVDs - 20 messages

Pastor Billy Crone makes a case that the Tribulation Temple is nearly 
ready to go and this reveals the lateness of the hour. See this stunning 
DVD-set essay on how the Jews have eagerly prepared for their third 
temple. Everything is ready! But the Antichrist is not on the scene even 
though the time of the Tribulation is fast approaching. This is a great 
small group study.
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The Final Countdown: Modern 
Technology
DVD Set by Pastor Billy Crone        

$37 - 8 DVDs - 16 messages

We are not only immersed in it 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, but we 
have become completely dependent upon it for just about every aspect of 
our daily lives. It’s called modern technology and little do people realize 
that it’s a major mega-sign that we are living in the last days. This study, 
seeks to equip you with the multitude of prophetic signs concerning the 
rise of modern technology and its Biblical ramifications. 

Resources by Olive Tree Ministries

Agenda: Grinding America Down 
DVD by Curtis Bowers         

$25 - 2 DVDs - 90 minutes and 85 minutes

In this two-part DVD set, Curtis Bowers reveals the endgame of the Socialists and 
Marxists: One world government. This may be the most eye-opening documentary 
you will ever see. This powerful expose’ of the Socialist and Communist agenda 
to take over America and take her down is a brilliant history lesson with input from 
some of the leading commentators of our day. 

Hidden in Plain View: The New World Order 
in Bible Prophecy
DVD by Jan Markell           

$12 –  DVD  -  60 minutes

The implementation of Antichrist’s system will require a crisis and Jan shows how 
all human efforts are leading to the Rapture of the Church. From secret societies to 
the banking industry, from the billionaire cabals to Celine Dion and the entertainment 
industry, the world is preparing for a one-world scheme that will end in failure. Their 
seven year paradise will be the Tribulation. Thankfully, the believer looks forward to 
the one true globalist system known as the Millennium.

We are only responsible to replace orders for 30 days. We will consider your order successfully 
received if we are not notified in that 30 day period. We will not replace after this 30 day time period.

Updated Summer of 2019  
with New Info

NEW!



Jan Markell’s

Understanding the Times

DVD Set
Hosted by Olive Tree Ministries, Inc.

2019

Resources by Olive Tree Ministries

Trapped in Hitler’s Hell: A Young 
Jewish Girl Discovers the Messiah’s 
Faithfulness in the Midst of the Holocaust
By Anita Dittman and Jan Markell

Book: $10 –  206 pages – softbound
Jan’s classic book, now celebrating 38 years of making 
a difference. The remarkable story of Anita Dittman and 
her miraculous survival during the Hitler years. The 
story spans 12 riveting years of deprivation, captivity, 
escape, and walking across Europe to find her mother in 

a concentration camp. It is inspirational and puts trials in perspective. It demonstrates that with God, all 
things are possible. He truly never leaves or forsakes us.

“I read ‘Trapped in Hitler’s Hell’ and loved it. It was mesmerizing, fascinating, inspirational, and God-exalting. 
And it was a masterpiece of writing!” – Dr. Dave Reagan, Lamb Lion Ministries 

Documentary DVD: $15  –  75 minutes, full color, produced by George Escobar

“Brilliant. Gripping.  A touch of cinematic expertise seldom seen. This drama was carried right to the heart 
of the viewer—me. I trust this dual production of film and book will be like an emotional hypodermic 
needle for America to awaken to the fact that the present leadership has placed the Western world on the 
cusp of the whole thing being repeated.”—Merv Watson, Israel
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Discerners: Analyzing Converging  
Prophetic Signs for the End of Days 
Editor: Terry James

$15 –  Book – 16 chapters: various authors – 406 pages – softbound

Terry has assembled a list of outstanding writers expounding on end-time issues. 
Some include Dr. Dave Reagan, Jeff Kinley, Nathan Jones, Jan Markell, Tom 
Hughes, Daymond Duck, Bill Salus, Gary Stearman, and more.  No topic is 
overlooked from the 16 authors.

Understanding the Times 2019 
Conference CDs and DVDs    
6 messages – DVDs in high-definition – lovely case
$35 for one set of DVDs
$30 for one set of CDs

Find one message from Dr. Robert Jeffress, Amir Tsarfati, Pastor J.D. 
Farag, Pastor Jack Hibbs, Jan Markell, and Laurie Cardoza-Moore. As 
a bonus, you will get speaker interviews presented during break times. 
These DVDs are great for small groups, adult classes, etc. Messages 
centered heavily on end-time issues.
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We are only responsible to replace orders for 30 days.  
We will consider your order successfully received if we are not notified in that 30 day period. 

We will not replace after this 30 day time period.

How the Blessed Hope Became the Blasted 
Hope: The Attack on Bible Prophecy
By Jan Markell

$12  –  DVD – 60 minutes

Why has eschatology or Bible prophecy been downplayed in the last 25 years? 
What kind of damage have Rick Warren, Lynne Hybels, John Piper, Hank 
Hanegraaff, and many others done and how have they marginalized this topic? 
Dispensationalism has become almost a dirty word in the world of scholars and is 
seldom taught any longer. Support for Israel is also at an all-time low. How can we 
reverse these trends?

Satan’s Subtle Scheme to Silence Bible 
Prophecy 
By Jan Markell
$14 - DVD – 60 minutes

This is Jan Markell’s 2019 conference message on a single DVD. Satan is keeping 
important themes and messages silent in the church. The fact that the King is 
coming, and perhaps today, is the best news out there, yet our pulpits are silent. 
What can we do about this dilemma? What has happened to today’s church that 
some issues are marginalized or neglected?

Resources by Olive Tree Ministries

The Day Approaching   
(study guide optional)                              
By Amir Tsarfati

$15 (book – 224 pages) and $10 (study guide – 144 pages)  
Books – softbound

As a Jewish native Israeli who is a Christian, Amir Tsarfati has a distinct 
perspective that weaves biblical history, current events, and Bible prophecy 
together to shine light on the mysteries about the end times. From his vantage 
point in the Middle East and through careful Bible study, Amir points to evidence 
that informs us the return of the Lord is imminent.  The study guide can be 
purchased separately.

Rapture Kit Flash Drive        
I Am a Watchman Ministry

$30 flash drive
Here is an item to leave behind to be a witness during the Tribulation for 
those who do not escape the wrath of this horrific time. It contains books, 
videos, a Bible, an explanation of what happened, and more—and what that 
person must do now that they’ve been left behind. This flash drive is just 
over one inch in length.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



Before the Wrath                                       
$20  –  DVD – Ingenuity Films – 80 minutes

This production, with 100 actors, is both drama and commentary stressing the important 
theme of the Rapture of the Church. Those adding commentary include Jan Markell, J.D. 
Farag, Amir Tsarfati, Jack Hibbs, and more. Kevin Sorbo narrates. Learn how the Jewish 
wedding confirms a Rapture and even its timing.
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We accept checks, Visa, MasterCard, & Discover
To order by credit card call  

763-559-4444 or 763-210-8291
Or order securely online at www.olivetreeviews.org

Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City, State, ZIP: ____________________________________
Phone # Required: ______________________________

I am most benefited from Olive Tree Ministries  
(check all that apply):

❏ Newsletter
❏ Radio heard on _________________________________
❏ Website:  ❏ News  ❏ Radio archives  ❏ General articles
❏ E-mail alerts
E-mail ____________________________________________
❏ Conferences 
❏ Other _____________________________________

   Mail to: Jan Markell 
OLIVE TREE MINISTRIES, Inc.

PO Box 1452, Maple Grove, MN 55311-6452
Order Inquiries: 763-559-4444 or 763-210-8291

Ship to:

TAX-DEDUCTIBLE MINISTRY CONTRIBUTION

Orders

U.S. Shipping & Handling $6

7% sales tax for Minnesota residents  

Credit Card #: _____________________________________
Exp. Date: ____________________CVC# ______________

PRODUCT TOTAL

Total Enclosed

The Non-Prophet’s Guide to the Book of 
Revelation 
By Todd Hampson

$16 –  Book – softbound – 216 pages

Hampson’s user-friendly guide to the Book of Revelation demystifies confusing literary 
images, provides clarity about key events, and helps you turn away from fear and 
embrace the joy of God’s promised future. The cartoon art work may be a draw for 
younger students of prophecy.

$6.00

Contributions are U.S. tax-deductible. Receipts are sent in January.

 Item Title QTY $ each Total_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  _________________________________________________
  _________________________________________________
  _________________________________________________
  _________________________________________________
  _________________________________________________          

NEW!

NEW!
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